Leafy Daisies Crochet Pattern

MATERIALS
• DK-weight (#3) acrylic yarn, including: one or two shades of yellow yarn (A/B) and lavender yarn (C)
• 3.5 mm (E) crochet hook
• tapestry needle
• scissors

GLOSSARY OF TERMS & ABBREVIATIONS

chain stitch (ch): To make, draw yarn through the active loop on the hook.

fasten off: cut the yarn 3 to 4 inches from the last stitch and draw the end through the active loop. Pull tightly to secure.

single crochet stitch (sc): To make, insert your hook into the indicated stitch, draw up a loop, yarn over and draw through both loops.

slip knot: To make, cross the tail end over the yarn to make a loop, draw up yarn from the yarn ball side through the loop and tighten, making sure the cut end is not pulled through.

slip stitch (sl st): To make, insert your hook into the indicated stitch, draw up a loop, draw the top loop on the hook through the bottom loop.

stitch (st): a generic stitch, usually designates the location in the previous row in which a particular stitch, such as a single crochet, will be made

skip (sk): helps to identify where the next stitch goes by accounting for any stitches in the row below that will not be worked in.

tail: the unworked cut end of the yarn

weave in the ends: Using a tapestry needle, draw the yarn end through several stitches on the back side of work, skip one strand of yarn and pull the end through the opposite way, skip another strand and pull the end the opposite way again to lock in place.
PATTERN NOTES
This pattern is worked in a spiral. Gauge is not indicated.

PATTERN

Flower Center

Center ring: Using A and B held together, make a center ring using a loose slip knot (do not tighten). Secure the center ring with a chain stitch (ch).

Round 1: 5 single crochet (sc) in center ring. Tug on the tail to shrink center ring—5 sc.

Round 2: 2 sc in each stitch (st) around—10 sc

Round 3: [2 sc in next st, 1 sc in next st] 5 times, slip stitch (sl st) in next st. Fasten off—15 sc.

Flip the flower center, so that you are working on the back.

Petals

1st petal: Using C, make a slip knot (tighten this time) and draw the loop through any stitch in last round. Chain (ch) 7, turn, skip (sk) 1 ch, sl st in next ch, sc in next 4 ch, sl st in last ch, sl st in the st in the yellow center where you started this petal.

2nd petal: sl st in the next st to the left, ch 7, sk the last ch you made and sl st in 2nd ch from the hook, sc in the next 4 st, sl st in the last ch, sl st in the base of the petal in the yellow center.

Repeat the instructions for the 2nd petal 13 more times until there are 15 petals all together.

Finishing

After the final petal, sl st in next st to the left (in which you started the first petal). Fasten off. Weave in the ends.